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Then and Now: American Social Realism
Highly emotional figuration, strong political
content, and frank depiction of the common
activities of daily life characterize the art of the
social realists, demonstrated in this exhibition by
masterworks in oil by... [read more]

A Historical Event
As long as you have a passion for art, this is one event you
won’t want to miss. At Pastel Live, there will be critiques,
question and answer sessions, roundtable discussions, and
group painting. Register by May 31, 2021 to save up to
$600! [learn more]

Ben Aronson: Sightlines
Aronson's new paintings celebrate the beauty of
the visible world, the light and directions toward
which we can choose to direct our view ... [read
more]

The Sleeve Should Be Illegal
In this new book, 62 noteworthy individuals
explain why a Frick-owned artwork holds
personal significance to them. The book’s
unusual title is lifted from... [read more]

FEATURED ARTWORK AVAILABLE

Memories and Inspiration: A Collection of African American Art
This collection was amassed by a retired
mailman and a former television news producer,
who gladly gave up many ordinary comforts to fill
their home with these extraordinary works. [read
more]

Beyond Artworks: Artists and Their Stories

Discover the tale and trace the trail that led to the
acquisition of a rare oil painting and a handcolored aquatint by... [read more]

Spanish Modern Landscapes
"Spanish Modern Landscapes" places a spotlight
on the work of artists who were heralded in their
day, yet have remained lesser-known outside of
their native Spain.[read more]

AUCTION PREVIEW

Flowers and Faces: Photorealistic Still Life Portraits
Inspired by the women in her life, Narelle Zeller is creating a
series titled "In Bloom," which is also a collaboration with a
talented florist who creates custom pieces for the portrait
paintings. Discover Zeller's process in this exclusive
article. [read more]
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